
TOYS FOR TYKESTOYS FOR TYKES
ENJOY WAGONS OF TEAM BUILDING FUN WHILE MAKING A DIFFERENCE!

BENEFITS & RESULTS

• Make a positive impact in children’s lives

• Build goodwill

• Foster team spirit

• Enhance communication and collaboration

Make a difference in a child’s life through this fantastic philanthropic 
program! TeamBonding gathers your group into teams that compete 
with each other in fun activities and challenges. The result of their 
efforts is the creation of wagons, filled with presents for needy children. 
Through taking part in trivia and team games, your company will take 
the first steps to putting a smile on the faces of underprivileged children 
in your community.

The excitement begins with an icebreaker and progresses onto other 
activities, including Toy Trivia, a Blindfolded Puzzle Challenge and a fun, 
fast paced, secret final challenge. Teams earn the points needed to 
earn the materials that fill their girl-themed and boy-themed wagon
of treasures!

As groups work together, they are also given a songbook that contains 
the lyrics to common knowledge tunes. They are tasked with picking 
one of the songs, and rewriting the lyrics to fit their company, or your 
meeting theme. Participants wrap the gift-filled wagons in cellophane 
and bows. They make note cards for each present, providing a personal 
message from the teams. Then, each team will perform their 
choreographed musical masterpiece to a wildly cheering audience.

TeamBonding also works with your preferences to arrange the donation 
of these gifts to a local charity. We’ve had great success with 
organizations that provide social services and outreach, such as Boys 
and Girls Clubs, and depending on the season, Toys for Tots has also 
been a great supporter of this program.

TeamBonding requests a representatives from the benefiting 
organization to speak about their work and how the toys will be used at 
the conclusion of the program (due to many of the charity’s privacy 
concerns, it is rare that we have children onsite to receive the 

donations).

PROGRAM LENGTH: 
Approximately 2 hours

GROUP SIZE: 
12 - 300+

TEAM SIZE:
8 - 10 people per team

SPACE REQUIREMENTS:
Large indoor space with a table for every team, 
and a seat for every participant. We also use a 
couple of rectangular banquet tables at the front 
or center of the room for supplies. Some outdoor
spaces may be compatible as well. (20 sq ft per 
person is a good estimation for most venues).

IDEAL USE:
• Holiday parties
• Kick-off celebrations
• Community service days

WWW.TEAMBONDING.COM

“I wanted to let you know how much 
my partners enjoyed the program. 
People are still talking about how 
great it was…Thank you again and 
please pass along our appreciation!”
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